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MIXED WASTE TREATMENT PROJECT:

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF INTEGRATED FLOWSHEETS

Laura J. Dietsche

Lawrence Livcrmorc National Laboratory
!

INTRODUCTION:

' The disposalof mixed waste, that is waste containing both hazardous and

radioactivecomponents,isachallengingwastemanagementproblemofparticular

concerntoDOE sitesthroughouttheUnitedStates.Traditionaltechnologiesusedforthe

destructionofhazardouswastesneedtobcre-evaluatedfortheirabilitytohandlemixed

wastes,andinsomecasesnew technologiesneedtobcdeveloped.

The Mixed WasteTreatmentProject(MW'IP)wassetupbyDOE's Waste

OperationsProgram(EM30)toprovideguidanceonmixedwastetreatmentoptions.One

ofMWTP's chartersistodevelopflowshcctsforprototypeintegratedmixedwaste

treatmentfacilitieswhichcanserveasmodelsforsitesdevelopingtheirown treatment

strategies.Evaluationoftheseflowshcctsisbeingfacilitatedthroughtheuseofcomputer

modelling.The objectiveoftheflowshcctsimulationsistoprovidemassandenergy

balances,productcompositions,andequipmentsizing(leadingtocost)information.The

modelledflowshcctsneedtobceasilymodifiedtoexaminehow alternativetechnologies

andvaryingfccdstreamseffecttheoverallintegrated_ss.

A numberofcommerciallyavailablesoftwarepackagescanmodel steadystate

chemicalprocesses.Theyperformcomplexmassandenergybalancesusing

thermodynamicequilibriumalgorithms,andcanhandlemultiplerecyclestreams.They

• containbuilt-incodeswhichsimulatetypicalprocessingequipmentsuchasdistillation

columns,heaters,reactors,pumps,andfilters.Mostarcalsocapableofaccessinguser-

" generatedFORTRAN codes.The individualpiecesofequipmentarc"piped"togetherto

createtheoverallflowshcct.Modificationcanbcmade byChangingequipmentblocks,

redefiningfccdstrcams,andrcpipingtheconnectingstreams.One advantageof these

commercialsoftwarepackagesisthelargechemicalproperty databasesuppliedwith

them(typicallycontmningover2000components).Fo;componentsnotinthedatabase,

theusercanusuallysupplyhisown data.

One suchcommerciallyavailablesimulationprogramisASPEN PLUS (hereafter

referredtoasASPEN), marketedbyAspenTechnology,Inc.ASPEN containsallofthe

featuresmentionedabove;italsohastheabilitytomodelelectrolytechemistry,solids



handling operations, and reactive distillation. It comes with a graphical interface to

simplify flowsheet creation, and an expert guidance system to help complete all of the

required specifications. An ASPEN costing program is also available which interfaces

with the simulation program to perform economic evaluations of the modelled processes.

A simulation program, such as ASPEN, is well suited to the goals of the MWTP

modelling project.

The first MWTP flowsheet to be modelled using ASPEN was the so-called

baseline flowsheet. Details for this flowsh_t were defined in the Functional and

O9e_rational Requirements(1) (F&OR)document developed by T.K. Thompson of TKT,

Inc. An overall flowsheet from this document is shown in Figure 1. The F&OR relies on

existing and proven technology, and includes processing lines for aqueous liquids,

organic liquids, wet solids, homogeneous dry solids, and heterogeneous dry solids. These

processing lines are highly integrated. The fea.dstrcam definitions are very generic

leading to categories of wastes rather than specifying individual components. The broad

categories are gas, liquid, and solid. Liquids arc further divided into organic and aqueous

waste streams. Solids are at times divided into heavy and light combustibles, non-metals

(inerts), magnetic metals, and non-magnedc metals. The F&OR mass balance was

performed using an EXCEL spreadsheet by entering assumed splits and conversions. An

associated flowsheet design was prepared by Bechtel using the F&OR as its basis. The

Bechtel Design $tu_ly and Cost Estimates(2) contains a more detailed equipment design

(but not more detailed feed definitions), as well as sizing and cost information.

A team approach was taken for the modelling of the fast flowsheet using

ASPEN. The team consisted of John A. Pendergrass and T.K. Thompson of TKT, Inc.,

representing Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL); and Laura J. Dietsche and

Ravindra S. Upadhye from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The first

step was to model the F&OR flowshect independently at each site, then to compare the

models and results. This allowed the team members to become well acquainted with the

ASPEN modelling capabilities, and provided a cross-check of our understanding of the

processes and underlying assumptions for this basecase flowshect. The second step was

to then combine the best features from both of the site models into a single basecase

model. This report focuses on the modelling work conducted at LLNL, however, some

comparisons with the LANL model will be made.
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METHOD:

Creating an ASPEN model requires a number of steps. The chemical components

involved need to be specified and in some cases new components added to the database.

For each actual unit operation, the chemical or physical process involved needs to be

evaluated, and a suitable ASPEN unit operation model or models chosen. The ASPEN

unit models (also called blocks) are then connected, feed stream flows and compositions

defined, and operating conditions specified. Control or design specifications can be made

using the ASPEN Design-specs (for feed-back control) and FORTRAN statements (for

feed-forward control). The thermodynamic models to be used for each block or set of

blocks also need to be specified and the appropriate component properties supplied if not

already available in the ASPEN database. Design-spec and tear-stream conversion

parameters can also be chosen, although ASPEN's default parameters are often

appropriate.

One of the goals of the Livermore ASPEN model of the MWTP baseline

flowsheet was to model everything in as much detail as possible, making any necessary

assumptions. In order to fully utilize ASPEN's thermodynamic capabilities, including

fluid phase equilibria calculations, the stream compositions need to be well defined.

Unfortunately, most mixed waste streams are not well defined. They include a whole

array of radioactive and non-radioactive components and can vary significantly from site

to site. This is part of the reason why the MWTP baseline flowsheet and the F&OR deal

with categories of wastes rather than specific components. Therefore, a number of

assumptions have gone into the components and feed stream definitions used in the

ASPEN model of the MWTP baseline flowsheet. The aqueous portion of the feed

streams is defined as water and the liquid organic portion is a cocktail of common

organics. The ultimate analyses of the combustibles in the streams entering the

incinerators (provided in the F&OR) were used to estimate the composition of these

cocktails (see the ASSUMPTIONS section of this paper). Heavy combustible solids were

modeled as wood and light combustibles as paper. Neither of these is in the ASPEN

database, so appropriate thermodynamic properties needed to be entered. These

combustible solids were first reacted to an ultimate analysis product before being further

reacted to a final combustion product using a Gibbs Free Energy minimization reaction.

The combustion products were assumed and included in the component list. Non-metallic
solids were modelledas glass (SiO2), magnetic metals as Fe, and non-magnetic metals as

chrome and Ni. Other components were added as appropriate, such as polyethylene to
represent the additive to the polymer final forms, and CaCO 3 as the additive to the grout

final forms.



The Liverrnore model also utilized ASPEN's capability to do electrolyte
chemistry when modelling the aqueous str_ams. This included the reaction of CO 2 with

water to form carbonic acid (and its associated ions), and the scrubbing of HCf with both

water and NaOH. The formation of solid NaC) was also considered. The downsid¢ of

going to this level of detail is dealing with more difficult convergences and longer
• simulation times.

Converting the F&OR flowshect operational blocks into an ASPEN model

• required breaking down the blocks into more fundamental unit operttions. The Bechtel

Study was often used to provide details missing in the F&OR. The method was

essentially the same for each operational block. One example of a conversion of an

F&OR block to an ASPEN model is the "Offgas Treatment" block found on the F&OR

Thermal Treatment flowsheet shown in Figure 2. The flowrates in and out are provided

in the Stream Table. The F&OR text provides additional information as to what

operations are typically involved in the furthertreatment of offgas, but does not give any

details as to how this equipment is piped together nor does it supply any operation

specifications. The Bechtel report provides a possible piping scheme as well as some

temperature, heat, and flowrate specs as seen in Figure 3. Information from both of these

reports was used to create the ASPEN flowsheet shown in Figure 4. The offgases from

the secondary combustion chamber, the final forms mixers and the solids melters are first

sent through a quench column, then through a venturi scrubber, and finally through an

aqueous absorber column. "Fresh" water (recycled from the aqueous treatment system) is

fed to the absorber column, and the absorber bottoms s_earn is then used as the quench

column makeup water, the aqueous purge from the quench column is then sent to the

venturi scrubber and finally back to the aqueous treatment system. The quench column

was modelled as a simple FLASH2 (two-phase flash) block, where the heat from the

incoming gasses is transferred to the cooling water• A certain amount of the solids are

assumed to be entrained in the vapor outlet stream. The temperature of the quench outlet
+

streams and the cold recycled water stream were taken from the Bechtel report. The

amount of recycled water is determined by a design specification (or design-spec) which

makes the quench column adiabatic; i.e. the actual heat removal occurs in the quench

recycle stream heat exchanger. The venturi scrubber is also modelled as a FLASH2 unit

to remove most of the remaining solids from the vapor stream. ASPEN has a more

detailed venturi model available, but it requires information about the particle size

distribution of the solids which was not readily available. This is one of the many

refinements which could eventually be made to this model. The solids are filtered out of

the aqueous outlet stream from the venturi with a SEP (component separation) block and
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Figure 2: Thermal treatment and offgas treatment flowsheet for the MWTP basccase o,

taken from the F&OR(1).
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Figure 4: Thermal offgas treatment flowsheet for the MWTP basecase, from the LLNL

ASPEN model.



part of the stream is recycled back to the venturi. The amount of recycle is again

determined by a design spec to obtain a typical venturi water to gas ratio. The absorber is

modelled by a RADFRAC (rigorous multi-stage distillation column) block with no

reboiler or condenser. The number of stages is only estimated at this point and could be

refined later. The recycle stream around the absorber column is held constant at a rate

estimated from the pump capacity in the Bechtel report. The amount of "Fresh" water

added to the absorber is determined from a design spec to control the amount of HCI in

the final offgas. A number of process specifications which were not available in either

the F&OR or the Bechtel reports had to be estimated. i

The ASPEN model was initially created in sections which were then hooked

together to form the overall MWTP basecase model. Flowsheets for the individual

sections are shown in Figures 5 through 11. The organic feed preparation blocks formed

one section, and the organic incinerators a second section. The offgas treatment system

for both the thermal offgas and the offgas going to the final atmospheric protection

system made up a third section. These three sections were initially hooked together and

modified to obtain convergence. The aqueous feed treatment system was created next and

then added on. Two different versions of the aqueous flowsheet were created. One uses

the secondary polishing method suggested in the F&OR, ion exchange. The other one

uses an evaporator for secondary polishing as indicated in the Bechtel Design Study. The

ovelall flowsheet contains the ion exchange version for now. The fifth section to be

modelled combined the solids thermal treatment and f'mal forms processing equipment.

The sixth and final section for the ASPEN model included equipment for the drying of
the wet solids.

A few of the connecting tear (recycle) streams between sections and one of the

recycle streams within the offgas treatment section were left unconnected during most of

the development to avoid convergence problems and long (e.g., 24 hour) simulation

times. These included the streams going from the wet solids drying section to both the

aqueous processing section and to the incinerator, the f'mal atmospheric protection

system's scrubber bottoms stream which was recycled back to the aqueous treatment

section, and the purge stream from the thermal offgas absorber which became makeup to

the quench column. Feed streams were created which approximated the composition and

flowrate of the connecting stream.

The modellingapproach taken at LANL was somewhat different providing a

good test for comparison. The LANL approach was to start at a low level of detail using

the split assumptions given in the F&OR, then to increase the complexity as more

detailed information was made available. Information from the Bechtel Design Study
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Figure 7: Thermal and system offgas _'eatment flowsheet for the MWTP basecase, from
the LLNL ASPEN model. ..



Figure 8: Aqueous feed treatment flowsheet for the MWTP basecase, from the LLNL _"

ASPEN model - version 1" includes an ion exchange column as the secondary polishing

unit.
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Figure 10: Non-organic solids thermal treatment and final forms flowsheet for the

MWTP b2secase, from the LLNL ASPEN model.
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was not utilized. The LANL model includes extensive frontend solids sorting, and

utilizes mostly "blackbox" separatorswith assumedseparations.The LANL model

utilized a built-in estimation packagein ASPEN basedon thermodynamic coal models to

determine the properties of the combustibles basedon their ultimate analyses. These

combustibles are first convened to an ultimate analysisproduct before being further

reacted to the final combustion products using a Gibbs Free Energy minimization

reaction, A comparison of theresults form the LANL and LLNL models will be made in

the results section of this report.

ASSUMPTIONS

The MWTP baseline flowsheet is still in a preliminarydesign stage requiring

numerous assumptions to be madewhen defining feeds and determining the specs in the

ASPEN model. Most of the assumptionsare basedon information contained in the

F&OR or Bechtel Design Study reports, but many of the assumptions are based on

"engineering judgement" or intuition. The ASPEN input file located in Appendix A

contains numerous comment statements which specify most of the assumptions made.

They will not all be repeated here. Assumptions which required significant leaps from the
F&OR or extensive calculations are outlined below.

The F&OR states flowrates on a per week basis (using a 60%on-stream factor) to

allow flexibility in operation scheduling. The ASPEN model has been convened to an

hourly bases assuming a 168 hr/wk (24 hr/day,7 day/wk)operating schedule. This can be

easily modified by placing an ASPEN multiplier block in eachof the feed streams using

the same multiplication factor, or by using the report scalingoption to scale all of the

streams in the report to a specified stream and flowrate.

This brings up an important point about ASPEN modelling in general. ASPEN is

acontinuous process modelling program. It does not model batchprocesses except for

batchreactors (given reaction rate data)with surge tanks on either side connecting it to

continuous equipment. Due to the small size of many of the mixed waste streams, some

of the mixed waste treatment units may be run either batchor in a "batch-continuous"

(campaigned) mode. The batch-continuousequipment can be modelled by running

different cases with the campaigned flows either"on" or "off". The truly batchequipment

cannot be modelled in detail using ASPEN. As a case in point, the sludge (or heavy

organics) incinerator is specified to be run batchwise with a slowly increasing

temperature profile and a changing air flowrate. This will volatilize and oxidize the

organics first in increasing molecular weight, thenoxidize the steel drums at a higher
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temperature.The ASPEN model treats this as a continuous process using an average
temperaturegiven in the Stream Table on the F&OR flowsheet.

As previously mentioned, the liquid organic streamcompositi,_nswere based on

the ultimate analysis information given in the F&OR for the combustibleportion of the
incineratorfeed streams.Nitrogen was obtained from acetonitrile(C2H3N), sulfur from

methyl mercaptan (CH4S), and chlorine fromcarbontetrachloride(CC14).Oxygen came

fromethanol (C2H60), methylethylketone (C4H80), or glycerol (C3H803). Benzene
(C61_) and N-octane (C8H18) wereused to complete the carbonand hydr_:_genbalances.

For the sludge feed stream(F&OR stream#213, Heavy Organics) this was a

fairlystraightforwardexercise. In this case, glycerolwas used to supply the oxygen in an

attemptto createa more viscous (supposedly unpumpable)stream,but the resulting
cocktail was not extremely viscous. SiO2 was added to the organics to represent the solid

inerts, and 0.5%of the total mass was specified to be mercury. Iron and chrome were

added to represent the drums which wereincineratedalong with their contents.

For the liquid organic streamentering RXTR4B,the concentrated organics

burner,(F&OR stream #211, Concentrated Organics) the creationof the appropriate

organic cocktail was a little more involved since this stream is a combination of a

numberof other streams coming from filters and decanters,including recycle streams

fromothersections of the flowsheet. In this case the desired composition of the burner

feed cocktail could be determined,and estimatesof the contributingfeed stream organic

compositions made to obtain this cocktail, while maintaining the organic flowrates of the

conuibuting streams found in the F&OR. A numberof iterations and modifications were

required to get close to the desiredfinal cocktail composition.

One stream which contributed to the organic burnerstream, the labpack and

scintillation vial streams (F&OR#202, ConcentratedOrganics to Solids Separator),

requiredextra assumptions due to some missing information in the F&OR. Apparently,

. the flows reported in the StreamTable didnot account forthe labpacks, absorbents,vials,

etc., resulting in a low solids phase flowrate. In this case, the LivermoreASPEN model

assumes that the liquid organic flowrate given in the F&OR Stream Table is correctas

240 kg/wk. (The LANL model assumes that the total flowrate is correct. This difference

will be pointed out later when comparingresults.) The labpack waste stream was

specified in the F&OR to be 3.5 wt.% of the total drummedorganics, giving a labpack i

stream net weight of 49.4 kg/wk. Froma surrogate waste stream definition given in a

Mixed Waste IntegratedProgram (MWIP) document(3), the labpack contents were

assumed to be 60 wt.%organics, 20% bottles, 16% absorbent, and 4% other solids (e.g.,

lead, chrome,iron, mercury).Assume that the labpacks themselves are 10%of the total
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labpackstreamweight.Thisallowsustodeterminethelabpackstreamcomposition.The

remainingorganicsinF&OR stream#202areassumedtobecontainedinthescintillation

vialstream.The F&OR Sl_-.cifiesthatthescintillationvialdrumsare75% fullbyvolume

(totaldrum volumeis0.208m 3)withanetweightof125kg/drum.The occupiedvolume

is50% vialsand50% liquid(assurn_tocontain5% dissolvedorsuspendedsolidswith

anoveralldensityof0.9gm/ml).Theseassumptionsallowustodeterminea scintillation

vialstreamcomposition.

The F&OR statedoxygenrequirementsfortheincineratorsintermsofpercentof

thatrequir_fortotalcombustion.Theserequirementsweretranslatedasdesign

_ificationintheASPEN model.When a specificationof100% ofstoichiornctricair
was made,thedesign-specwas setuptoadjusttheincomingairsothattheflowof02

outequaled0.01ofthatenteringtheincinerator.(Thisallowsfor102% ofstoichiometric

air,since100% wouldresultinno0 2exiting,whichwouldbesatisfiedbyanyamount

ofairlessthanorequaltothestoichiometricamount.)When 200% ofstoichiometricair

was spe._ified,thedesign-spccrequiredthattheflowof0 2 exitingtheincineratorbehalf

ofthatentering.The design-spccbecamealittlemorecomplicatedwhen 50% of

stoichiometricairwas required.Inthiscasewe wouldexpecttosecessentiallynooxygen

intheexitinggasstream,butwe wouldexpectsubstantialamountsofCO andonlya

smallamountofCO 2.(Assumethattheairissomewhatoverthe50% spcctoassurethe

presenceofsomeCO2.) Assume thatamajorityoftheoxygenisbeingusedtooxidize

carbonandhydrogen.(Thiswillofcoursedependofthecompositionoftheorganics

beingoxidized,butfortheultimateanalysesprovidedintheF&OR, thisshouldbcthe

case.)The carbonreactioncanbcrepresentedby

nC + fnO2 ->xCO2 + (n-x)CO,

wherefisthefractionofoxygenthatwouldbcneededforthecompletecombustionof

carbontocarbondioxidewhichisbeingconsumedbythisreaction.An oxygenatom

balanceforthisreactiongivesus

x+(n-x)/2=fn. (I)

Simil_lyforhydrogenwe have

rnH2 + grn/20 2= gmH20 + (m-gm)H2,
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where g is the fraction of oxygen that would be needed for the complete combustion of

hydrogen to water which is being consumed by this second reaction. The oxygen atom

balance for this reaction does not provide any new information. The total oxygen

consumption can be represented by

fn + gnv2 ffiF(n+m/2), (2)

where F is the fraction of oxygen that would be needed for the total combustion of both

carbon and hydrogen which is being consumed by both reactions. Equations (1) and (2)

can be combined and rearranged to give

x = (2F- 1)(n-x)/[2(F- 1)1 + F(m-gm)/[2(F- 1)]- gin/2.

From the reactions above it can be seen that x will equal the CO2 concentration in the

incinerator offgas, (n-x) will equal the CO concentration, (m-gin) the H2 concentration,

and gm the H20 concentration. When F equals .55 (55% of stoichiometric air required)

we obtain the design spec equation

[CO2] = 0.1 l[CO] + 0.61[H 2] + 0.5[H20].

This equation was used for the sludge (heavy organics) incineration in RXTR1. Although

not exact, it should provide an amount of air close to that desired.

The electrolyte thermodynamic package uses Henry's Law to determine the vapor

composition in equilibrium with the aqueous liquid. When soluble oi: entrained organics

are present in the aqueous stream (even in very minute amounts), Henry's Law constants

must be provided for these organics in order to perform VLE calculations. Since most of

these organics are not very soluble in water, it is very difficult (or impossible) to find

values for the Henry's Law constants (or the associated VLE data) in the open literature.

In order to provide some data, we assumed that the water would not have a strong

influence on the organics and therefore that the mole fraction of the organics in the

vapor would equal that in the liquid; i.e., we assumed that the Henry's Law constant was

equal to the vapor pressure of the organics. ASPEN requires that the Henry's Law

constant, H, be givenin the form, lnH = a + b/T + clnT + dT, where T is the absolute

temperature and a, b, c, and d are empirical constants. We assumed that c and d were

equal to zero and determined the values of a and b to correlate with vapor pressure data
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found in theHandbookof ChemistryandPhvsics(4). The results are given in Table1.

This approach will most likely be in error for highly soluble organics. For the organics

we are using, the most soluble are ethanoland MEK. Solubility and VLE dataon

ethanol(5) is shown in Table 2 along with the calculatedHenry's Law constants as a

function of temperature. It can be seen that the mole fractions of ethanol in the liquid and

. vapor phases are very close as was assumed in using the vapor pressure approach to

evaluating the Henry's Law constant. Indeed the values of the correlation constants a and

b are very close for the two approaches.This is very encouraging. However, VLE data

for MEK in water(6) given in Table 3 showsan order of magnitude difference in the

liquid and vapor phase mole fractions of MEK due to hydrogenbonding in the liquid

phase. There is not enough datato do an accurateregression on a and b from this data,

but it could be significantly different from the values determined from the vapor pressure

data. For lack of any better VLE dataon MEK, we will continue to use the vapor

pressure approach for now.

The electrolytecalculation packageseemed to have real troublehandlingliquid

mercuryin the aqueous stream. Thereforethemercuryin streamsenteringan aqueous

section of the flowsheet (AqueousTreatment,Offgas Treatment,and Wet Solids Drying)

was firstmoved to the conventional solidsphase or substreamand thereaftertreated as a

solid. This seems at least somewhat reasonablesince mercuryshould sink to the bottom

of any aqueous stream, although the possibilityof reactionsto form soluble salts

containingmercury(such as mercuricchloride)should be consideredin future models.

When mercuryvapor-liquidor liquid-liquidequilibrium calculations were required(in

the non-aqueoussection of the flowsheet), the mercurywas moved backto the "mixed"
substream.

One of the systems whichdiffered for the F&ORand the Bechtel Design Study

was the mercuryremoval and clean-upsystem. In both cases, the aqueousletdown from

the thermaloffgas treatment systempasses througha mercury separationunit before

being recycled to the aqueous treatmentsection. The spentcartridgescontaminatedwith

mercuryare sent, along withany solid inertor metallic wastes knownto contain

mercury,to a mercurybakeoutfurnace.The offgases fromthis furnacego througha
condenserand knockoutpot to condense out the mercury.The F&ORcondenseroperates

at 120"C,allowing waterand some mercuryvaporto returnto the secondarycombustion

chamberand offgas treatmentsystem.The condensed mercuryis distilled to recover a

reusablemercury streamoverhead.The still bottomsarereacted withsulfur to produce

cinnabarwhich is thenencapsulatedinto a final form. The Bechtel processoperates the
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Table 1"Assumed Henry's law empiricalconstants, a andb, for variousorganics. The

Henry'slaw equation is lnH = a+(b/T),whereH is in atmospheresand T in degrees

Kelvin. The correlationassumes that the Henry'slaw constant, H, approximatelyequals

the purecomponent vapor pressure.

ORGANIC a b r2 *

carbontetrachloride 10.61 -3738.8 -0.9996

octane 11.33 -4541.7 0.9995

dodecane 12.70 -6187.8 -0.9999

methyl rnercaptan 10.52 -2938.4 -0.9999
acetonitrile 11.14 -3953.5 - 1.0000

benzene 10.85 -3849.2 -0.9997

ethanol 13.52 -4779.5 -0.9995

MEK 11.17 -3936.7 -1.0000

• Statistical fit to the vapor pressure data found in reference 4.

Table 2: VLEdata(5) and the corresponding Henry'slaw constants for ethanol in water.

The empiricalconstants for the Henry'slaw equation,lnH = a+(b/T), are also given,

where H is in atmospheres and T is in degrees Kelvin.

T, K x y .... P_kPa H=yp/x, atm
303.15 0.05 0.478 10.46 0.1

323.15 0.05 0.505 29.53 0.3

343.15 0.05 0.522 72.53 0.8

363.15 0.05 0.531 158.65 1.7

a=14.86, b=-5198.4, r2=-0.9999

Table3:VLE dataandthecorrespondingHenry'slawconstantsforMEK inwater.

.

T, K x y p_kPa H=yp/x, atm
98.84 0.00175 0.0427 101.325 24.72

99.65 0.001O0 0.0142 101.325 14.39
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condenserat 10*C,removing most of the water andmercury from the offgas stream. The

water forms a liquid layer on top of the mercury and is decanted andsent to the aqueous

treatment section. If the mercury layer is pure enough, it is recycled as is, otherwise it is

further distilled, with the bottoms reacted to cinnabar (withoutfurther encapsulation).

The offgas from the condenser is sent through a Boliden/Norzinkprocessing system to

, remove any remaining mercury before going to the secondary combustion chamber. This
patented process involves scrubbing the offgas with a mercuric chloride CrIgCL2)

solution to form mercurous chloride (Hg2CI2) which precipitatesout. Part of the

mercurouschloride is treatedwith chlorineto formmoremercuricchloride which is then

recycled backto the scrubber.The rest is removed as a sludge.In comparing the F&OR
and the Bechtel flowsheets for mercuryhandling,the ASPEN modelling team felt that

purification of the condenser offgas using the Boliden/Norzink process was not

warrantedsince mercury is also contained in other feed streams to the secondary

combustion chamber. However, this process might be useful as a first step in the thermal

offgas treatment system. The current LLNL ASPEN model uses the F&OR system

except that the condenser temperature hasbeen lowered to 10*Cto remove more mercury

(and water) from the offgas stream.

In order to model the Boliden/Norzink process using ASPEN, more processing

information is required than that provided in the Bechtel Design Study. To this end a

literature search on the process was performed. The results of this search will be

provided here in order to enable the Boliden/Nor'zinkprocess to be included in future

MWTP ASPEN models. The patents involved are found in references 7 to 9. An article

on the process development can be found in reference 10, and one describing application

of the process in reference 11. Properties of mercuric and mercurous chloride can be
found in references 12 to 14. Since the reactions occur in aqueous solutions, the ASPEN

electrolyte package should probably be utilized to model this process.

Another difference between the F&OR and the Bechtel Design Study is the

composition of the aqueous stream going to the final atmospheric protection system

scrubber. The F&OR uses pure water, while the Bechtel report uses a 10% caustic

(NaOH) solution. The LLNL ASPEN model uses the Bechtel approach for this system.

The amount of caustic added is adjusted so that 30% of the caustic is consumed in

scrubbing the acids in the offgas.

I
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RESULTSAND OBSERVATIONS

The input andreportfiles from theLivermoreASPENmodel of the MWTP

baselineflowsheet are given in Appendices A andB respectively. Individualmodels of

each of the flowsheet sections are also available.This model is completely connected

exceptfor the recycle streams coming from the wet solidsdrying system and going to

both the organic thermal section and to the aqueousprocessing section. When these final

two streams were connected, the ASPEN inputtranslator froze-up so that themodel

could not be run. This is aproblem that will require help from ASPEN Technology.

Meanwhile, input streams with compositionsvery close to these recycle streams are

being used to approximateclosure.
A number of observations can be made from the ASPEN run results. The F&OR

allowed for an auxiliary fuel stream to be addedto the burner for the secondary
combustion chamber to provide additionalheatingcapacityto the concentrated organics

stream so that complete combustion would take place in the combustion chamber. The

amount of auxiliaryfuel was not calculated since no energy balances were performed for

the F&OR. The ASPEN run was able to determine the auxiliary fuel requirements by

using a design-spec which required the secondarycombustion chamber to be adiabatic(at

the temperature specified in the F&OR). An auxiliary fuel rate of 6.5 kg/hr was

calculated, compared to a flowrate of 5 kg/hr for the concentrated organics. Thus the

auxiliary fuel requirements are significant. A sensitivity study was performed which

helpedto determine one of the major users of the auxiliary fuers heat input. In this study,

the flowrate of the wet solids offgas to the secondarycombustion chamber was varied

from 20 to 160 kg/hrand the resulting auxiliary fuel requirements determined. The

results can be seen in Figure 12. The auxiliary fuel requirements varied linearly with the

wet solids offgas flowrate, dropping to zero whenthe wet solids flowrate was less than

about 16 kg/hr. Thus, most of the auxiliary fuel is being used to heat up this offgas

stream, which comes in cold and has very little heatingvalue.

The wet-oxidation reactor is another place where some additional heat input is

required. Normally one would expect that enoughheat is generated in the oxidation

reactor to allow the liquid product to be used to preheat the feed, Sothat no other heat

input is required after startup. However, the current simulation does not yield a large

enough combustible fraction of the feed stream to provide all of the heat needed, thus

requiring a small continuous heat duty from the startup heater. The presence of more

water-soluble organics, or less efficient decanters could easily change this situation. It

shouldbe noted that the F&OR assumes a much higher (by an order of magnitude)



Figure 12:ASPEN sensitivity study results for the auxiliary fucl requirementsas a
function of the wet solids offgas flowrate.
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amount of entrained organics in the aqueous stream out of the aqueous treatment line

decanterthanisdeterminedbyASPEN usingthemodelorganicsdescribedabove.

The ultimategoalofa mixedwastetreatmentfacilityistoproduce

environmentallyacceptablefinalwasteforms.The solidwastesarcencapsulatedin

variousmedium (polymermatrix,grout,glass,etc.).The acceptabilityofthesewaste

formsisbasedonvariousstrengthandleachingtests.Two otheroutputstreamswhich

canbeevaluatedforacceptabilityfromtheASPEN resultsarethestackgasesandthe

aqueouspurgestream.The stackgascomposiuo_determinedfromtheASPEN

simulationismostlyN2 and02 asexpectedwith830ppm water,220ppm CO 2,0.9ppm

NO x (consistingofNO, NO 2,andN20),0.5ppm SO2,20ppb organics,andtrace

amountsofCO andH 2.The acceptabilityofthisstreamwilldependon airquality

regulations.

Mostoftheorganicsinthestackgasesoriginateinthewaterinputtotheabsorber

andscrubber.Thiswaterisrecycledfromtheaqueoustreatmentsection.Waterfromthis

sectionisalsorecycledtothewetsolidsdryingsystem(toaidinremovingthewetsolids

fromthedrumsandcreatea slurry).A smallpurgestreamremains(I70kg/hroutof935

kg/hrtotalcomingfromtheionexchangecolumn)whichcouldpotentiallybeused

elsewhereintheplantorbcdischarged.The compositionofthispurgestreamfromthe

currentASPEN runincludesapproximately0.1%dissolvedNaCland0.8% NaOH. The

causticcomesfromthescrubbereffluent(approximately13% NaOH) whichcouldbe

neutralizedasitenterstheaqueoustreatmentsystem,therebyincreasingthepH ofthe

downstreamaqueousstreams.The aqueouspurgestreamfromtheionexchangecolumn

alsocontainssome dissolvedgasesandapproximately15ppm organics.The needfor

further treatment to re,hove some of these components prior to discharge would need to

be evaluated.

As mentioned earlier, a second aqueous treatment flowsheet was created in which

the ion exchange column was replaced by an evaporator to provide secondary polishing

of the aqueous stream. The aqueous purge stream from this process is free of NaCI and

NaOH, but has a 5-fold increase in organics. This is one of the design options which
needs to be evaluated further.

On a larger scale, the overall feed and product flowrates of this ASPEN model

agree very well with the F&OR stream table values. Despite the differences between the

LANL and LLNL mddels, these simulation results were strikingly similar. A comparison

summary is given in Table 4. The flow'rates for all but one of the product streams were

within 10% of each other (the exception being within 16%). Another interesting point of

comparison was of the amount of auxiliary fuel required for the secondary combustion
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Table 4: Comparison of F&OR, LANL and LLNL MWTP ASPEN model flowrate

results for various streams including output streams, final forms (FF) streams, and

auxiliary fuel requirements.

<.................. FLOWRATE, KG/DAY .......................... >

STREAM F&OR LANL MODEL LLNL MODEL

Clean Water 22444 22408 22430

Inerts FF 3234 3193 3410

. Non-Ferrous Metals FF 268 325 271

Ferrous Metals FF 276 275 278

Lead FF 213 211 214

Recycled Lead 740 735 739
Glass FF 332 314 338

Thermal Offgas to Stack 13240 16220 14508

Auxiliary Fuel .... 205 155

Total Organics to Burner . ---- 303 280

°'.
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chamberburner.Despite thedifferencesin how the combustiblesweredefined and in

how thereactorswere modelled, the auxiliaryfuel requirementswere within25% of each

otherandmost of this differencecould be accountedfor by a different interpretationof

the percentageof organics in labpackand scintillationvial fccd streams.The total

flowrateof organics being sent to the burner,includingauxiliaryfuel, are within 8% for
the two models.

POSSIBLEIMPROVEMENTS

Thereare a numberof places wher_theLivermoreASPEN model could be

improved.First of all, more realistic feed streamsdefinitionswould help to betterdefine

the processr_uiremcnts throughout.A numberof componentsareonly very loosely

defined at this point such as the composition of glass, grout,polymer, and ash.

If solids size distributiondatawere available,ASPEN's solids handlingcapabilitiescould
be betterutilized. The venturiscrubberin the offgas treatmentsystemcould be modeled

by ASPEN'sVENTURI block ratherthan bya FLASH2 block,the centrifugescould be

modeled by a CENTRIFUGEblock rather than a blackbox solids separatoi"(SSPLIT),

and the filters could all be more preciselymodeled. These moredetailed solids blocks
also requiremoredetailedequipment specificationswhich would requireadditional

informationor assumptions.

The absorberand scrubbercolumnshave not been optimized at thispointas to

numberof stages or recycle flowrates. Also, the mercury still is currently being modeled

as a FLASH2 block because the liquid portion of the feed is already pure mercury. If the

impurities in the mercury feed stream were defined, this block could be replace by a

multistage column block (such as RADFRAC).

The wet-oxidation reactor is currently modeled using only high pressure air as the

oxidizing agent, and as a Gibbs Free Energy equilibrium reaction. A considerable amount

ofresearchhasbccnconductedonmoreeffectiveoxidizingagentswithdifferentreaction

conditions.Thisreactionmay bekineticlimited,inwhichcaseadifferentASPEN

reactormodelmay bemoreappropriateifkineticsorconversionsareknown.

Theion-exchangecolumnintheaqueouspolishingsystemiscurrentlybeing

modeledasanion-removerratherthanasanexchangereaction.Itwouldbcbetter

modeledasareactorwithappropriateexchangeratesgiven.Asmentionedpreviously,an

alternativetotheion-exchangecolumnasthesecondarypolishingstepisanevaporator.

Thishasbccnsuccessfullymodeledintheseparateaqueoustreatmentsectionflowsheet

andcouldbcincorporatedintheintegratedflowshcet.
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One aqueousreactionwhichhas notbeen takeninto account is the very fast
reactionof NO2 with waterto formHNO3 along with the associatedelectrolytes. A

previousattemptto include thisreactionresultedin convergence problemsand was

droppedfor the time being. Itwould probablybe worthwhileto attemptto add this
reaction again.

Another change whichcould be madewould be to add the propertiesof moltent

metalsand glass to the databasein orderto more appropriatelymodel the melters. The

. currentmodel has only solid metaland glass propertiesso that the heatof fusion is not

included in the energybalance.The melters (currentlymodelled as a heatexchangerand

separator)would need to be replaced by reactorsin both the heating and cooling stagesto

convert the solid to the liquidandvise-versa.A 3-phaseflash could be placed between

thereactorsto separatethe vapor,slag (assumingappropriateslag components are

present), and themolten metal. Similarly, if molten lead is addedto the database, the
solid lead could be converted to moltenlead in the roasterbakeoutreactors, then

convertedbackin a separatereactoras the lead is cooled down.

Otherpieces of the F&OR flowsheet could also be addedto the LLNL ASPEN

model such as thefront end solids sortinganctdrumdecontaminationprocesses. Manyof

these are includedin the LANL model and will be partof the combined LANITLLNL
model.

If thismodel (or a modification) is to be used routinelyfor case studies and

process evaluationit mightbe worthwhileto tryand reduce the CPU time requiredto run

it. The final model takesabout8 hourson a 486-processorbased computer.Converging

all of the recycle loops definitely takes time, andcuttingsome of the loops, at least

temporarily,might speed up theruns without losing too muchinformation.Manual

conversion, by modifying an inputstream to be thesame as the connecting output stream,

can be done to come close to the final solution. Anotherpartof the model whichis

believed to take-upquite a bitof CPU time is theelectrolyte thermodynamic calculations.

ASPEN uses the NRTL activity coefficientmodel, along with an iterativescheme, to

determinethe phaseequilibria.A questionhas beenraised asking whether we can avoid

using this time-intensive iterativeschemeover andover by creatinga table of electrolytic

flash results which covers the entirespace of conditions expected in the MWTPmodel,

then interpolatingthis table to performelectrolytic mass balance operations in the

MWTPASPEN model_Onceapproximatesolutionsareobtained, the electrolytic
packagecould be reinu'oducedto perform the finalconvergence. The details and

feasibility of such a scheme would needto be workedout (particularlythe interpolation
method), andany time savings would need to be evaluated.
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FUTURE WORK

The melding of the two models into a single model is an effort ongoing as of the

time of this writing. This will yield a model with the best of both the LLNL and LANL

models. In order to accomplish this, the LLNL model was again dissected into smaller

sections and sent to LANL, where appropriate pieces are being added to the LANL

model (including the liquid organic stream definitions, the offgas treatment system, and

the electrolyte chemistry modelling). The resulting model is one of the largest ever seen

by ASPEN technologists. Once this model is completed, it can then be modified to look

at the effect of alternative treatrncnts or feed stream compositions. It will also provide the

bases for modeling significantly different conceptual flowshccts. Case and sensitivity

studies can be performed on the various models to observe the effect of parameter

changes and to define operating envelopes.

The radioactive components arc not currently included in the ASPEN models.

These components can eventually be added to the database and the simulation to enable

tracking of these components to their final output streams. The BARIN database,

available from ASPEN, is a large inorganic database which contains a number of

radioactive components. Cost comparisons between the various flowsheets can be made

utilizing ASPEN's costing package.

CONCLUSIONS

The initial ASPEN modelling effort at both LLNL and LAI"8..,has provided us

with some very valuable information on the capabilities and limitations of process

simulators like ASPEN in the MWTP flowsheet modelling effort. Overall we have found

that a process simulator can be a very powerful tool to model a flowsheet from a very

low level of detail to a great amount of detail. It can perform mass and energy balances

on very highly integrated facilities, and can easily do things like determine the auxiliary

fuel requirements. It can perform reactions based on thermodynamic criteria, user-

supplied kinetics, or strict stoichiometry. It is flexible enough to allow for minor or even

major changes to the flowsheet without a tremendous amount of effort. Finally, it may

provide some guidance for cost estimation and comparisons. Overall, ASPEN is proving

to be a very valuable part of the MWTP modelling effort.
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APPENDIX A: ASPEN INPUT FILE FOR THE LLNL MODEL

OF THE MWTP BASECASE FLOWS_T



APPENDIX B: ASPEN RESULT FILE FOR THE LLNL MODEL

OF THE MWTP BASECASE I_..OWSHEET
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